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Raith Bridge, which was constructed
in 1971, carries the busy M74 over the
River Clyde adjacent to Strathclyde
Country Park, near Hamilton.
The bridge comprises two
independent decks with a clearance
gap along the central reserve. Each
superstructure consists of three
continuous spans of twin steel box
girders acting compositely with a
concrete deck slab, supported on
reinforced concrete abutments and
piers founded on piles.
Scott Wilson undertook the principal
inspection and assessment of the
bridge, which identified the need
for extensive repairs, strengthening
and refurbishment works to ensure
the structure complied with current
standards and was able to function
correctly. Of particular concern was
the closure of the expansion gap at
the north abutment and malfunctioning
articulation, which had caused severe
cracking of the abutment curtain wall.
The findings were summarised in a
Draft Strategy Report (DSR), which

was presented to the Client. Due
to the complexity of the proposed
remedial works and the potential for
major traffic disruption, the Report
recommended that they should be
designed and constructed in two
separate phases; Phase 1 comprising
the strengthening of the steel box
girders and diaphragms, and Phase
2 comprising replacement of the
abutment curtain walls and bearings.
Phase 1 commenced in 2002 and
involved the detailed design of
strengthening of the steel boxes,
contract documentation and site
supervision. Scott Wilson designed
additional steel plates to enhance
the capacity of the webs and flanges
and in-situ concrete diaphragm
strengthening. In addition, jacking
plinths and internal box strengthening
was designed to facilitate future
bearing replacement. Throughout
the design particular attention was
paid to the safety and speed of
construction bearing in mind the need
for “confined- space” working and
the location of the project. The site
works commenced in 2004 and were
successfully completed in September
2005.
Phase 2 commenced in August 2004
and included the detailed design
of replacement abutment curtain
walls and wingwalls, replacement
of the north abutment bearings,
refurbishment of the south abutment
bearings, concrete repairs and
replacement of the movement

joints, waterproofing and surfacing
for both carriageways. During the
design phase Scott Wilson were
further commissioned by the Client
to investigate the capacity of the
strengthened Raith Bridge under
abnormal SV loading.
Complete carriageway closures
were necessary to undertake the
Works. Therefore, the design made
extensive use of pre-casting to
minimise disruption, and ensure the
safety of the workforce and the public.
Before the work commenced on site,
a routine inspection of the structure
revealed further serious cracking of
the north abutment bearing shelf due
to seizure of the bearings and the
consequential restraint of thermal
contraction of the deck. Scott Wilson
was required to act quickly to design
emergency jacking plinths to enable
the bridge deck to be supported whilst
the bearing shelf was quickly repaired.
Scott Wilson assisted with the
preparation of the contract
documentation and supervised
the Works, which were completed
satisfactorily in July 2006.
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